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Strategic Brand Overview

We want to deliver the most value  
from college by building the world’s 

leading student marketplace.
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Our three brand values, the pillar of our brand, “Price,” “Value,” and “Choice,” are the foundation for 
how we deliver our promise and acheive our brand mission.

Brand Values & Mission

Price Choice

We offer choices that matter for students to 
get more value from their college purchases.

Value
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How we act and how we feel to the customer.

The Brand Experience

Clear     agile     friendly!   

Confident     understanding.

Our brand feel these values in everything we do. They should feel that we understand, empathize 
and identify with them. 

As a brand, the user will feel that we are...



How we look & how we feel.

Visual Identity
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Flat colors, squared corners & perfect circles

Visual Identity Overview

HHHHH

Hero button

Page 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Our visual identity relies on flat colors and simple graphic elements to create a clean, user-friendly experience. Round corners 
for search boxes are permitted, but the corner radius of the round corner must be 1/2 the pixel height of the search field,  
creating a perfectly round edge. Gradients are only permitted in conjunction with photography, to give a sense of depth.
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Usage and colorways

The Logo

On a dark background, the logo 
is all-white.

On white, or a light background, 
the logo is Valore Dark Blue.
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The minimum logo clearspace is one-half the width of the ‘O’ in ValoreBooks for large and normal 
size usages of the logo. At smaller sizes, the logo clearspace is the entire width of the ‘O’ in Valore-
Books.

The Logo

The left edge of the “V” in ValoreBooks 
marks the edge of the logo.

In order to keep a clean appearance, 
give space for the registered trademark 
icon on the right side.
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Primarily white, with the traditional ValoreBooks blue. A dark blue adds contrast, while three accent 
colors add color harmony to the group.

We also use varying shades of grey for text and borders.

Color Palette

R 0
G 101
B 171
#0065ab
285c

R 9
G 60
B 94
#093c5e
2955c 

R 93
G 22
B 77
#5d164d
260c

R 221
G 121
B 54
#dd7936
166c

R 217
G 224
B 51
#d9e003
379c

R 51
G 51
B 51

R 102
G 102
B 102

R 153
G 153
B 153

R 210
G 210
B 210

Light Blue Dark Blue Fig Orange Pear
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Primary font and styles

Typography
Our primary font is Open Sans. It is a clean, versatile, Google screen font. This is to be used for all instances of the brand in the 
digital space.  
We use all forms of the font, but some are used more sparingly than others.

We use the “Light” style when we have large text over a calm background. Regular and Semibold are great for common use. 
Bold should be used more sparingly and to create emphasis. Extrabold should be used in rare occasions to create a geat deal of 
emphasis.

Always use your best judgment when designing with text. Remember to use italics and vary the font weights to create interest 
and excitement.

Open Sans Light 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Open Sans Regular 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Open Sans Semibold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Open Sans Bold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Open Sans Extra Bold 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
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Secondary font and styles

Typography
Our secondary font is Avenir. It is a clean, but strong font, used for the logo. This should be used in more of a graphic form in 
the digital space, for the ValoreBooks logo, as well as the logos for the different business account programs.

Avenir Light 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Avenir Medium 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
Avenir Heavy 
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
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General use of photography is object-based. These can be either full-bleed or silhouette, depending 
on the need. Literal or abstract is left to the discretion of the designer, depending on the layout.

Occasional use of people in photography is permitted, but should be candid or abstract only. No 
overly-posed photography should be used.

Photography

Silhouette imagery

Full-bleed imagery

Informative imagery
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Buttons, chevrons & links

Graphic Elements

Buttons

The use of buttons in all our digital 
instances should be clean and simple, 
while remaining quite visible. In order to 
lead the user to a primary goal, we have 
two button styles.

Links

Hyperlinks are used to lead users to a different page. 
They are generally used within a block of text, have 
the same font and size as body text and feature an 
underline. 

Chevrons

Chevrons are generally only used on secondary but-
tons. Occasionally we may use a chevron on a prima-
ry button, but only on a marketing email. Chevrons 
may be placed the the right, left, top or bottom as 
needed to indicate an action.

Hero button

Buttons that indicate a primary 
goal for the page are highlight-
ed with a rectangular back-
ground. Button size overall is 
larger.

Secondary or lower priority 
buttons have no background, 
but feature a simple chevron. 
Size is smaller than a primary 
button.

Secondary button

This is a Hyperlink
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Borders & Separators

Graphic Elements

Primary Borders

Primary Borders are used to focus the user on a specific 
task or action they can take, or (rarely) on an important 
piece of information. We only use a maximum of one or 
two primary bordered areas per page.

Primary Borders are five pixels thick, with a mitered (sharp) 
join. 

Borders

Borders are used to contain and separate information on 
the page, and used to bring order to the layout. They can 
be used as a box, or as general separators (one line be-
tween two or more elements).

Borders are one pixel thick, with a mitered (sharp) join. 

Lorem ipsum dolor?
Morbi sit amet neque vel lacus gravida suscipit con-
sequat quis urna. Nam mollis elementum sem, in 
lacinia lacus accumsan ut. Id augue suscipit.

Dolor Sit Amet
Morbi sit amet neque vel lacus gravida suscipit con-
sequat quis urna. Nam mollis elementum sem, in 
lacinia lacus accumsan ut. Id augue suscipit.
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Tabbed boxes are treated with a vertical tab system, to allow for scalability and responsive design. 
The tabs are paired with a primary border, to focus the user’s attention on the content within.

Graphic Elements

The active tab leads the 
users’ attention to the 
pertinent information.

Tabbed boxes are always 
outlined with a primary 
border.
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Social media iconography follows the ValoreBooks brand. The blue circular background references 
the “O” in the ValoreBooks logo. 

Graphic Elements

Social media icons,  
horizontal arrangement.

Social media icons,  
vertical arrangement.

On a dark background, when the 
logo is presented in white, the 
social icons do the same.



What we say & how we say it.

Tone of Voice
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Conversational not technical. 
Words and phrases, not sentences.

Tone of Voice Overview

The ValoreBooks voice is an extension of the company itself: 

young, energetic, funny when appropriate, to the point, and easy to understand. 

Every page with copy should be “copy light”—that is, the goal is to be a company of few 
words. Using fewer words forces us to be clear and allows the customer to get what they 
came for: a great shopping experience. Too much copy is never a good thing.
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When creating content for Valore, keep these tone of voice rules in mind...

Voice Rules

Shorter is always better—shorter articles, shorter paragraphs, shorter sentences. This 
is an exercise in compression, rather than leaving information out.

Avoid stock metaphors or clichés.

Be conscious of your verbs. Don’t walk if you can amble.  

Use an active voice when possible.

Use a layman’s vocabulary—not all our customers are English majors.

User humor where appropriate: more in blog posts, less in transactional emails and 
web pages.

Always use contractions (Didn’t, I’m, etc.) 

1
2
3
4
5
6
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Words & phrases to use

Best Practices

See how much your 
used books are worth

Savvy

These are a few selections of words and phrases that help bolster not only our SEO, 
but our brand identity as well...

Score!
(score more money back, 
score up to 90% off, etc.)

Highest sellback prices 
in the industry.

Free shipping
Fa

st
 m

on
eyWe pay more for 

used textbooks

Pr
ic

e 
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es
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e 
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Lower prices
Better value
More choices


